Tips, as a compacted and concise form of reviews, were paid less attention by researchers. In this paper, we investigate the task of tips generation by considering the "persona" information which captures the intrinsic language style of the users or the different characteristics of the product items. In order to exploit the persona information, we propose a framework based on adversarial variational auto-encoders (aVAE) for persona modeling from the historical tips and reviews of users and items. The latent variables from aVAE are regarded as persona embeddings. Besides representing persona using the latent embeddings, we design a persona memory for storing the persona related words for users and items. Pointer Network is used to retrieve persona wordings from the memory when generating tips. Moreover, the persona embeddings are used as latent factors by a rating prediction component to predict the sentiment of a user over an item. Finally, the persona embeddings and the sentiment information are incorporated into a recurrent neural networks based tips generation component. Extensive experimental results are reported and discussed to elaborate the peculiarities of our framework.
INTRODUCTION
Tips, specifically defined by Yelp 1 , as a compacted and concise form of reviews, have unique advantages for helping users get a quick insight over an item. Conventional reviews are extensively studied for rating prediction [26, 37] and review generation [6, 29, 35, 40] , while tips are paid relatively less attention. In [21] , the tip information was explored for tips generation and rating prediction for the first time. The rationality for performing the joint task can be attributed to "writing some tips and giving a numerical rating are two facets of a user's product assessment action, expressing the user experience and feelings". Moreover, compared with reviews, tips are likely more consistent with the rating score with respect to sentiment tendency, because of its intrinsic form, i.e. compacted and concise.
In this paper, we investigate another dimension, namely user persona, which is plausibly helpful for the task of tips generation and has not be considered in the previous work [21] . Here the term "persona" denotes the characteristics of the written text by users such as wording and style. Figure 1a shows some tips for a shower radio from different users. 2 These tips clearly show different styles, although all of them have the same ratings. Some users (e.g. 1, 4 and 5) prefer short sentences and direct wordings such as "great", "easy", and "excellent" to describe the product quality and their experience directly. On the other hand, some users (e.g. 2, 3, and 6) share their experience indirectly by talking about some facts with longer sentences. Therefore, different users indeed have different "persona" style when writing tips. Figure 1b shows a few tips with different ratings from the same user for different items, we can observe that the user prefers short sentences, and moreover he has his own style (i.e. preferred vocabulary) for writing tips of different sentiments/ratings (e.g. "perfect" and "excellent" for high rating tips, and "piece of crap" for low rating tips).
Tips Rating
(1) Great fit and finish for shower. 5 (2) I selected this radio for myself several years ago and i have found that all claims for it are true.
5
(3) If your looking for a radio for your shower then look no further. Intuitively, the quality of abstractive tips generation can be improved if the model considers the user persona information when conducting the text generation. To do so, in this paper, we investigate an approach called Persona-Aware Tips Generation (PATG). There are two main challenges for the design of PATG: (1) How to capture and represent the persona information; (2) How to integrate the sentiment signal with the persona information to jointly control the style and the sentiment of the generated tips.
We distill persona information from all the historical tips and reviews of a user into the form of Persona Embeddings. Then the persona embeddings can be directly incorporated into the tips generation component as context information. Specifically, we employ variational auto-encoders (VAEs) [12] (which show strong capability in modeling latent random variables [20, 22] ) to conduct persona modeling, and we regard the latent variables of VAEs as the persona embeddings. In the context of user behaviour analysis of online retailing, another indispensable party is the product item. Items also have their own intrinsic characteristics, such as product category in a coarser granularity, or specific features in a finer granularity. In this work, we personify the items and enable modeling them with "item persona", similar to modeling users. Besides distilling persona information using VAEs, we also design an external Persona Memory for the framework to store the persona related words for the current user and item. Pointer Networks [36] is used to retrieve appropriate words from the persona memory for generating tips.
Another obvious signal from the examples in Figure 1 is that the sentiment related wording is also bound to the sentiment ratings. For example, positive expressions are only used in tips with high ratings, no matter what persona the users have. To explore this signal for generating more accurate tips, our framework includes an auxiliary component: rating prediction with the information of users and items used for tips generation. The intuition is that if we can predict the rating of a user on an item accurately, the same input information should provide rich, if not complete, information for generating a tip satisfying that rating. Thus, in order to control the sentiment of the generated tips, we design a rating prediction component. The distilled persona embeddings are regarded as latent factors for users/items, and fed into the rating prediction component for detecting sentiment. A vectorization process is conducted on the predicted rating values and then the rating vectors are incorporated into the tips generation component as context information to control the sentiment of the generated tips.
The main contributions of our framework are summarized below:
• We develop a framework that tackles the task of personaaware tips generation, where persona information, such as writing style and vocabulary preference, is considered for the first time to conduct the tips generation. • In order to exploit the persona information, we design an adversarial variational auto-encoders (aVAE) based approach for persona modeling for users and items, i.e. generating persona embeddings. We employ an external memory based Pointer Networks to conduct the memory reading to retrieve more accurate persona information. • In order to control the sentiment of the generated tips, we tightly couple an auxiliary component of rating prediction with the tips generation component. The distilled persona embeddings are used as latent factors of users and items for the sentiment rating prediction. • Experimental results show that our framework achieves better performance than the state-of-the-art models on tips generation. Moreover, an additional observation is that the persona information can improve the performance of the auxiliary task, i.e. rating prediction.
FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION 2.1 Overview
The data consists of users, items, ratings, review content, and tips. We denote the whole training corpus by X = {U, I, R, C, S}, where U and I are the sets of users and items respectively, R is the set of ratings, C is the set of review documents, and S is the set of tips texts. We use C u and S u to denote all the historical reviews and tips respectively of the user u. For a quick reference, Table 1 lists all notations used in our paper. As shown in Figure 2 , our framework contains two major modules: persona modeling on the left and abstractive tips generation on the right. For modeling persona, our framework leverages the tips and reviews from each individual user or written by multiple users for the same item. Take the historical tips S u of the user u as an example, we represent them using bag-of-words (BoWs) vectors x s u . Then we feed x s u into the adversarial variational auto-encoders (aVAE s ) and obtain the persona embedding z s u for the user u. For the item i, we can also conduct similar persona modeling based on the historical tips S i written by different users, and the obtained persona embedding is denoted as z s i . The purpose of persona modeling for the item i is that when conducting tips generation for the user u, the model will also consider the tips from other users having similar interests with u, since they will disclose more characteristics of the item. We call this phenomenon personalized collaborative influence. We also distill persona information from reviews with another aVAE model (aVAE c ) to map the historical reviews C u and C i to persona embeddings z c u and z c i for the user u and the item i respectively.
We design an external persona memory M for storing the persona related words for the current user and item which will be utilized in abstractive tips generation. In order to control the sentiment of the generated tips, the distilled persona embeddings are used as latent factors for users and items and are fed into a multilayer perceptron (MLP) based neural network component to predict the rating r . Then we transform r to a one-hot vector r which will be used as the sentiment controller when conducting the tips generation. For the step of tips generation, we design a sequence decoding model based on a neural network of Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [5] . Importantly, the persona embeddings and the rating vector are combined to construct a context vector which plays a significant role in the abstractive tips generation. In addition, Pointer Networks is used to retrieve relevant words from the persona memory M, with a gate p д to control the source of the next output word.
Persona Modeling

2.2.1
Persona Embedding Learning. The target of persona modeling is to distill the persona information from the users' historical tips and reviews. Some previous works in recommendation systems [26, 30, 37] employ topic modeling methods such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] or its variants to analyze the text corpus and use the latent topic distribution to represent each document. Considering the fact that our tips generation component is based on neural networks, existing topic modeling paradigms cannot be incorporated into our framework in an elegant manner. Instead, we employ the variational auto-encoders (VAEs) [12] for detecting the latent topics with neural modeling paradigm [4] . VAEs consists of two parts: inference (variational-encoder) and generation (variational-decoder). Recall that the dictionary is V . For historical tips based persona modeling, the input are the BoWs vectors x s u ∈ R |V | and x s i ∈ R |V | for the user u and the item i respectively. For convenience, we will use x to represent them in this section. As shown in the left part of Figure 2 , for each input BoWs vector x, the variational-encoder can map it to a latent variable z ∈ R K , which can be used to generate a new variable x ′ via the variationaldecoder component to reconstruct the original term vector. The target is to maximize the probability of each x in the dataset based on the generation process according to:
For the purpose of solving the intractable integral of the marginal likelihood, a model q(z|x) is introduced as the approximation to the intractable of the true posterior p(z|x). The aim of optimization is to reduce the Kulllback-Leibler divergence (KL) between q(z|x) and p(z|x) by maximizing the variational lower bound L V AE :
In order to differentiate and optimize the lower bound L V AE , following the core idea of VAEs, we use a neural network framework for the encoder q(z|x) for better approximation. Similar to previous works [12] , we assume that both the prior and posterior of the latent variables are Gaussian, i.e., p(z) = N (0, I) and q(z|x) = N (z; µ, σ 2 I), where µ and σ denote the variational mean and standard deviation respectively, which can be calculated with a multilayer perceptron (MLP). Precisely, given the BoWs vector x of the historical tips, we first project it to a hidden space:
where h enc ∈ R d h , W xh and b xh are the neural parameters. relu (x) = max (0, x) is the activation function. Then the Gaussian parameters µ ∈ R K and σ ∈ R K can be obtained via a linear transformation based on h enc :
In order to make the sampling operation differentiable, the latent variable z ∈ R K can be calculated using the reparameterization trick:
where ε ∈ R K is an auxiliary noise variable. This is the encoding process, and we denote all the parameters of this state as Θ Enc . Given the latent variable z, a new vector x ′ is generated via the conditional distribution p(x|z) according to the variational-decoder:
We denote all the parameters in the decoding stage using Θ Dec . Finally, based on the reparameterization trick in Equation 5, we can get the analytical representation of L V AE :
For presentation clarity, we let:
and both of them need to be minimized. We wish to employ the latent variable z as the distilled persona embeddings. So the quality of z will affect the performance of tips generation. Some previous works [9, 27, 43] have also shown that the performance of z is likely to be disturbed during the training procedure, especially when combining VAEs with the RNN based text generation framework. In order to enhance the performance of the typical VAEs, inspired by the ideas in [8] and [15] , we employ the adversarial strategy for the training of VAEs. Generally, we design a discriminator network D aV AE with a vectorx as input, and the target is to recognize ifx is from the true data X or from the generated samples X ′ by VAEs. VAEs will "fool" the discriminator D aV AE by trying the best to produce high quality latent variables z as well as the generated sample x ′ . Then the minimax game between the VAEs and the discriminator can be formulated as follows: min
where V AE Dec is the decoder component of the VAEs model. z is the latent variable from VAEs, and z f is sampled from the prior distribution of z.
For the design of the discriminator D aV AE , we simply use a multilayer perceptron to process the data.
where
The output y D v is a real value in the range of [0, 1] and the value 1 means that the samplex is from the true data. We denote all the parameters in D aV AE using Θ D v . The optimization objective to be maximized for D aV AE is formulated as:
Then the parameters Θ D v are updated using gradient methods:
Conditioned on the aVAE framework, we will conduct the parameter learning for VAEs Encoder, VAEs Decoder, and discriminator D aV AE using different loss functions respectively. Encoder transforms the input X to the persona embeddings Z. On one side, Z are used to reconstruct the original input. On the other side, Z are used to conduct the persona-aware tips generation. So the loss signals from both the aVAE and the tips generation framework are used to conduct the optimization for Θ Enc : 
For the parameter optimization of VAEs Decoder, we use L Rec , L D aV AE , L T ips as the loss signals:
Finally, the training procedure of aVAE model is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Persona embedding learning.
Input: BoWs vectors of historical tips and reviews X.
Draw x from p dat a .
4:
Draw z f from prior p(z).
5:
6:
7:
Get L Rec , L K L , L D aV AE according to Equation 8 and 12.
9:
Get L T ips from tips generation.
10:
Update parameters using gradient methods:
Feeding the historical reviews and tips representations (x c u , x c i , x s u , and x s i ) into aV AE c (for reviews) and aV AE s (for tips) respectively, we can obtain four persona embeddings z c u , z c i , z s u , and z s i . These persona embeddings will be integrated into the rating prediction component and the tips generation component later.
Sentiment and Rating Modeling.
We regard the persona embeddings as the latent factors of users and items, and feed them into a multilayer perceptron to conduct the rating prediction. The predicted ratings will be used to control the sentiment of the generated tips.
Specifically, we first map the persona embeddings to a hidden space:
tanh is the hyperbolic tangent activation function. The superscript r refers to variables related to the rating prediction component. For better performance, we can add more layers of non-linear transformations into our model:
where W r hh l ∈ R d h ×d h is the mapping matrix for the variables in the hidden layers. l is the index of a hidden layer. Assume that h r L is the output of the last hidden layer. The output layer transforms h r L into a real-valued ratingr :
where W r hr ∈ R 1×d h and b r ∈ R. We formulate the optimization of the parameters Θ r as a regression problem and the loss function is formulated as:
where X represents the training set. r u,i is the ground truth rating assigned by the user u to the item i.
The predicted rating is a real value, not a vector, for example, r u,i = 4.321. In order to incorporate the rating information into the tips generation component, we cast it into an integer 4, and add a vectorization process to obtain the vector representation of ratingr u,i . If the rating range is [0, 5], we will get the rating vector r u,i = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) T .
2.2.3
External Persona Memory. In addition to represent persona information using the latent embeddings from aVAE, we design an external persona memory for directly storing the persona related words for both the current user u and the current item i. To build the memory, we first collect all the words for the current user u and the current item t from their historical tips. We add a filtering process to remove the stop-words and the low-frequency words. Then we get a local vocabulary storing the indices of the persona words. Recall that we have a global word embedding E. Then we can get a sub-matrix from E according to the word indices. We regard this sub-matrix as persona memory. We employ Pointer Networks to retrieve persona information from the memory when generating tips. The details are described in Section 2.3.3. Figure 2 depicts our tips generation model. The basic element is a RNN based sequence modeling component. Pointer Networks (attention modeling and copy mechanism) is introduced to conduct the memory reading. Context information plays an important role in the task of text generation. We combine the persona embeddings and the sentiment information as the context information and construct the context vector which can control the tips text generation. At the training state, we also design a discriminator D T ips to assess the quality of the generated tips. The assess value will be propagated to the RNN models to assist the parameter learning. At the operational or testing stage, we use a beam search algorithm [13] for decoding and generating the best tips given a trained model.
Abstractive Tips Generation
Sequence
Modeling. Assume that h s t is the sequence hidden state at the time t. It depends on the input at the time t and the previous hidden state h s t −1 :
f (·) can be the vanilla RNN, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [10] , or Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [5] . Considering that GRU has comparable performance but with less parameters and more efficient computation, we employ GRU as the basic model in our sequence modeling framework. In the case of GRU, the state updates are processed according to the following operations:
where s t ∈ E is the embedding vector for the word s t of the tips and the vector is also learnt from our framework. r s t is the reset gate, z s t is the update gate. ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication. In order to conduct the persona-aware tips generation, we combine all the persona embeddings and the sentiment information as the context information and construct the context vector. Specifically, we initialize the hidden state h 0 using the persona embeddings and the sentiment information:
where {z * * } are the persona embeddings.r is the vectorization for the predicted ratingr . W and b are the neural parameters.
After getting all the sequence hidden states based on GRU, we feed them to the final output layer to predict the word sequence in tips.ŝ
where W s
is the softmax function. Then the word with the largest probability is the decoding result for the step t + 1:
At the training stage, we use negative log-likelihood (NLL) as the loss function, where I w is the vocabulary index of the word w:
Note that L T ips is also used in the persona modeling component to train the aVAE models. At the testing stage, given a trained model, we employ the beam search algorithm [13] to find the best sequence S * having the maximum log-likelihood.
Exploiting Persona Memory.
Recall that in Section 2.2.3, we build a local personal vocabulary V ui for the user u and the item i. The persona memory M ui is extracted from the word embedding E using the word indices in V ui . Inspired by [1] , we exploit the idea of attention modeling to conduct the addressing and reading operations on the memory M ui . We can obtain the GRU hidden state h s t according to Equation (21) . Then the attention weights at the time step t are calculated based on the relationship between h s t with all the word embeddings in M ui . Let a i, j be the attention weight between h s i and m j , which can be calculated using:
The attention context is obtained by the weighted linear combination of all the word embeddings in M ui :
The final hidden state h s 2 t is the output of the second decoder GRU layer, jointly considering the word s t , the previous hidden state h s 2 t −1 , and the attention context c t :
Then we can use h s 2 t as the input to Equation (24) to conduct the decoding operation.
Besides using attention modeling to address and read the persona information from the the persona memory M, we also employ the idea of Pointer Networks [36] to copy the target words from the memory to form the tips. At the state t, we can obtain the attention weights (distribution) a t,: on the persona memory M ui . We project a t,: to a |V |-sized vectorŝ p t +1 according to the word indices in V ui . Then we design a soft gate to decide that the word s t +1 should be generated or be copied from the memory:
where v p ∈ R d h and p д ∈ (0, 1). We merge the copy signalŝ
and the original outputŝ t +1 according to the gate p д :
Then the tips sampling process can be conducted onŝ ′ t +1 . 2.3.4 Tips Quality Discriminator. Some previous works [40, 41] show that adversarial training strategy is beneficial to the text generation problem. To further improve the performance, we also employ this training strategy in our framework.
The tips discriminator D T ips is a multilayer perceptron with the persona embeddings, the rating information, and the tips sequence as the input. The input tips sequence can be the ground truth S or the tipsŜ generated by the system. We propose a Bidirectional-GRU model to conduct the representation learning for S andŜ:
Then we combine all the information according to: 
We treat the ground truth S as the positive instance and the sampled sequenceŜ as the negative instance. So we directly let the first dimension of y q represent the positive label. We define the value function as V (S ) = y q [0] . We utilize the REINFORCE [38] method to integrate the tips quality signal V (S ) into the tips generation framework to conduct the parameter learning. The details can be found in the existing works [18, 40, 41 ].
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 3.1 Datasets
In our experiments, we use five datasets from different domains to evaluate our framework. The ratings of all these datasets are integers in the range of [1, 5] . There are four datasets from Amazon 5-core 3 : Electronics, Movies & TV, Clothing, Shoes and Jewelry, and Home and Kitchen. We regard the field "summary" as tips, and the number of tips texts is the same with the number of reviews. Another dataset is from Yelp Challenge 4 . It is also a largescale dataset consisting of restaurant reviews and tips. We filter out the words with low term frequency in the tips and review texts, and build a vocabulary V for each dataset. We show the statistics of our datasets in Table 2 .
Evaluation Metrics
For the evaluation of abstractive tips generation, the ground truth s h is the tips written by the user. We use ROUGE [24] as our evaluation metric with standard options 5 . It is a classical evaluation metric in the field of text summarization [24] . It counts the number of overlapping units between the generated tips and the ground truth written by users. Assuming that s is the generated tips, д n is n-gram, C (д n ) is the number of n-grams ins (s h or s), C m (д n ) is the number of n-grams that appear in both s and s h , then the ROUGE-N score for s is defined as follows:
Whens = s h , we can get ROU GE r ecall , and whens = s, we get ROU GE pr ecision . We use Recall, Precision, and F-measure of ROUGE-1 (R-1), ROUGE-2 (R-2), ROUGE-L (R-L), and ROUGE-SU4 (R-SU4) to evaluate the quality of the generated tips. For the evaluation of rating prediction, we employ two metrics: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). Both of them are widely used for rating prediction in recommender systems. Given a predicted ratingr u,i and a ground-truth rating r u,i from the user u for the item i, the RMSE is calculated as: 36) where N indicates the number of ratings between users and items. Similarly, MAE is calculated as follows:
Comparative Methods
Abstractive tips generation: We compare our framework PATG with the following baseline and state-of-the-art methods:
• NRT [21] : It is a recent multi-task learning framework for rating prediction and abstractive tips generation achieving state-of-the-art performance. Latent factors for users and items are learnt during the training procedure, and are used as the context information for tips generation. NRT does not consider the persona information. extract a sentence as the final tips. Note that we give an advantage of this method since the ground truth ratings are used to conduct the filtering. • CTR t : Collaborative Topic Regression (CTR) [37] is proposed for rating prediction. It contains a topic model component and it can generate topics for items. Then the most topic-similar sentence from the item historical tips is extracted as the tips. • HFT t : Hidden Factors and Hidden Topics [26] utilizes a topic modeling technique to model the review texts for rating prediction. Then we can design a tips extraction method HFT t using the similar technique in CTR t . Rating prediction: We compare of rating prediction performance with the following baseline methods:
• NMF: Non-negative Matrix Factorization [16] . It only uses the rating matrix as the input. • PMF: Probabilistic Matrix Factorization [32] . Gaussian distribution is introduced to model the latent factors for users and items. • LRMF: Learning to Rank with Matrix Factorization [34] . It combines a list-wise learning-to-rank algorithm with matrix factorization to improve recommendation. • SVD++: It extends Singular Value Decomposition by considering implicit feedback information for latent factor modeling [14] . • URP: User Rating Profile modeling [25] . Topic models are employed to model the user preference from a generative perspective. It still only uses the rating matrix as input. • The baseline methods used in tips quality evaluation: NRT [21] , CTR [37] , HFT [26] . Ablation experiments: In order to demonstrate the performance of each component of our framework, we conduct the ablation experiments on the dataset Home. We compare the performance of our integrated model PATG with the models without the some designed components. We set that "A" denotes the aVAE model, "M" represents the persona memory and the Pointer Networks, and "D" represents the tips quality discriminator D T ips . Then the method "PATG w/o A, M, D" means that A, M, and D are all removed and we only use the standard VAE for persona modeling.
Experimental Settings
Each dataset is divided into three subsets: 80%, 10%, and 10%, for training, validation, and testing, respectively. All the parameters of our model are tuned with the validation set. After the tuning process, the number of latent factors k is set to 10 for NMF and SVD++. The number of topics K is set to 50 for the methods using topic models. The number of dimension for the persona embeddings is set to 100. The dimension of the hidden size is 400. In our framework, the number of layers for the rating regression model is 2, and for the tips generation model is 1. We set the beam size β = 5, and the maximum length η = 20. All the neural matrix parameters in hidden layers and RNN layers are initialized from a uniform distribution between [−0.1, 0.1]. We also regard the word embedding E used in the tips generation component as a neural parameter. Adadelta [42] is used for gradient based optimization.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 4.1 Research Questions
The research questions in our experiments are as follows:
• RQ1: What is the performance of PATG in persona-aware abstractive tips generation? (Section 4. 
Abstractive Tips Generation (RQ1)
The evaluation results of tips generation of our model and the comparative methods are given in Table 3 . In order to capture more details, we report Recall, Precision, and F-measure (in percentage) of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L, and ROUGE-SU4. Our model achieves the best performance in most of the metrics among all the five datasets. NRT does not consider persona information when generating tips. It only utilizes the learnt latent factors for users and items as the context information. Compared with NRT, our proposed framework PATG obtains better performance on all the metrics, which demonstrates that the consideration of persona information can indeed improve the tips generation performance. We also conduct statistical significance test comparing PATG and NRT and the results indicate that the improvements are significant with p < 0.05. From the results, we also find that our model obtains dramatic improvements on the metric of ROUGE Precision, especially compared with the methods of LexRank, HFT t , and CTR t . The main reasons are that those methods are all extraction-based which just extract some original sentences from the original reviews or tips as the final tips. Therefore, the obtained tips are much longer with more noisy and redundant information. In contrast, our framework PATG as well as NRT are abstractive tips generation methods. PATG can generate more concise sentences which not only guarantee the recall metric, but also obtain better precision performance. This also fits the essential spirit of Tips.
Rating Prediction (RQ2)
Recall that we also design an auxiliary component, i.e. rating prediction to capture the sentiment information and control the sentiment of the generated tips, which is also an important aspect of the task of tips generation. Therefore we design some experiments to evaluate the performance of this component. The rating prediction results are given in Table 4 . Our model consistently outperforms the best under both MAE and RMSE metrics on all datasets, thus it verifies that the generated persona embeddings are not only effective for generating better tips in the main task, but also useful for predicting accurate ratings in the auxiliary task. Statistical significance of differences between the performance of PATG and the recent method NRT is tested using a two-tailed paired t-test. The result shows that PATG is significantly better than NRT.
Ablation Analysis (RQ3)
Considering that we design various of components to tackle the corresponding problems of our task, and different components play different roles on our framework. In order to demonstrate the necessity and the performance of each component, we conduct the ablation experiments on the dataset "Home". The results are shown in Table 5 . Recall that "A" denotes the aVAE model, "M" represents the persona memory and the Pointer Networks, and "D" represents the tips quality discriminator D T ips . It is obvious that persona modeling based on aVAE (A) can improve the tips generation performance. The persona memory and Pointer Networks (M) are very helpful to the effectiveness of our framework. The tips quality discriminator (D) can also contribute to the better performance. Among all the components, aVAE (A) as well as the persona memory and pointer network (M) contribute more to the improvements of the performance.
Persona Controlled Generation (RQ4)
The main problem setting of this work is to generate persona-aware tips. In order to demonstrate the quality of the generated tips, we selected some real cases generated by our PATG from different domains for some users and items. The results are listed in Table 6 . Although our model generates tips in an abstractive way, tips' linguistic quality is quite good. The persona properties of the generated tips match well with the ground truth. For example, in the first case, the generated tips is "This is a great hat for the price. ", and the ground truth is "Thanks nice quality excellent price great deal. ". Both of the sentences contain the terms "great" and "price". In the third case, the generated tips and the ground truth have a large overlapping with the terms "replace my old", and "processor". Interestingly, sometimes the framework can select some synonyms when conducting tips generation. For instance, the generated tips of the fourth case contains terms "bought" and "for my husband". The ground truth contains "purchased" and "for a male". Moreover, we also choose some generated tips with negative sentiment to conduct the sentiment correlation analysis. Take the generated tips "Please do not buy this coffee maker. " as an example (the last case in Table 6 ), our model predicts a rating of 2.01, which clearly shows a consistent sentiment. The ground truth tips of this example is " They are still overpriced and all but worthless.", which also conveys a negative sentiment. The generated tips "The bottom line of the thin man." and the ground truth "Pretty dark story in book or movie form." are just describing some facts, with a neutral rating 3. Sometimes the overlapping between the generated tips and the ground truth is small, but they still convey similar information.
Rating Controlled Generation (RQ5)
Recall that in addition to the persona embeddings as context information, rating information is also incorporated to control the sentiment of the generated tips. In order to show such ability of our framework, we design an experiment on the domain "Home" to demonstrate the rating controlled tips generation. Specifically, during the prediction, we manually set the rating from 1 to 5 as the sentiment context to control the generation, and meanwhile, we create a new user and a new item with 0 persona embeddings. This setting mimics a cold start case: what the tips will look like [21] with statistical significance test with α = 0.01. without knowing any information of users and items. Then the manual rating and the 0 based persona embeddings are fed into the framework to conduct tips generation. The results are shown in Table 7 . Here we set the beam size to 5 so we obtain 5 decoded tips ranked by the likelihood in descending order. It is obvious that when r > 1, our framework can generated reasonable tips controlled by ratings. The generated tips show monotone language style, which looks odd, but in fact it is not, because we did not give any persona information of users and items as input (refer to Table  6 for generated tips with rich text such as product information). Moreover, note that this is an artificial scenario which does not compile well with the real case. Table 7 shows that when r = 1, the framework does not generate negative tips. We investigate the training dataset and find that the proportion of rating-1 records is much smaller (e.g. a quarter of rating-4 and one-thirteenth of Table 6 : Examples of the predicted ratings and the generated tips for some users and items. The first line of each group shows the generated rating and tips. The second line shows the ground truth.
Rating Tips 5.10
This is a great hat for the price. 5
Thanks nice quality excellent price great deal.
5.08
This is a great pitcher. 5
Beautiful pitcher makes a great vase.
5.17
I bought this food processor to replace my old one.
4
I got this about a month ago to replace my old food processor.
4.99
These shoes are so comfortable and I bought these for my husband. 5
Comfortable good looking shoes purchased for a male that walks a lot.
4.81
This is a great movie. 5
Amazing love great movie and all teen shold see it.
2.57
The bottom line of the thin man. 3
Pretty dark story in book or movie form.
2.01
Please do not buy this coffee maker. 1
They are still overpriced and all but worthless. rating-5), which may cause our model under-fitting for generating rating-1 tips.
RELATED WORK
Abstractive text generation is a challenging task. Recently, sequence modeling based on the gated recurrent neural networks such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [10] and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [5] demonstrates high capability in text generation related tasks, such as abstractive summarization [19, 28, 31] , dialogue systems [3, 33] and image caption generation [39] .
In the area of recommendation systems, some researchers also apply LSTM or GRU based RNN models on abstractive text generation. Tang et al. [35] propose a framework to generate context-aware reviews. Sentiments and products are encoded into a continues semantic representation and use RNN to conduct the decoding and generation. Dong et al. [6] regard users, products, and rating as attribute information and employ a attention modeling based sequence modeling framework to generate reviews. Ni et al. [29] propose to combine collaborative filtering with generative networks to jointly perform the tasks of item recommendation and review generation. Low-dimensional user preferences and item properties are combined with a character-level LSTM model to conduct the review generation. Yao et al. [40] employ the adversarial strategy to make the generated review indistinguishable from human written Table 7 : Rating controlled tips generation in a cold start scenario.r is the rating usd to control the sentiment. sentiment information are incorporated into a recurrent neural networks (RNN) based tips generation component to control the tips generation. Experimental results show that our framework achieves better performance than the state-of-the-art models on abstractive tips generation.
